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Disclaimer Notice: 

Please note the information contained within this document is for educational and 
entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made to provide accurate, up to 
date and reliable complete information. No warranties of any kind are expressed or 
implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, 
financial, medical or professional advice. 

 

By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances are we 
responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred as a result of the use of 
information contained within this document, including, but not limited to, —errors, 
omissions, or inaccuracies. 
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The Power Of 30 Day Challenges 
"Challenges" are a pretty big thing on the internet right now, especially YouTube, but 
they've also been showing up in the news. Most of the challenges that gain attention in 
the news are meant to bring awareness to issues like the ice bucket challenge that 
started a few years ago to raise awareness for ALS.  

Other challenges aren't meant to bring awareness to anything and just end up hurting 
people like the cinnamon challenge a few years ago, the duct tape challenge that sent 
one teen to the hospital last year, or this year's infamous Tide pod challenge. Not all 
Challenges are created equal however. 30-day challenges are an entirely different kind 
of challenge. 

30-day challenges are usually meant to benefit one's health. Some of them are dietary 
and encourage you to eat some kind of healthy food or avoid some kind of unhealthy 
food for 30 days.  

Others are exercise-based and encourage you to do some kind of exercise every day for 
30 days. People often post pictures of their results or share their progress on social 
media, and in the case of exercise-based challenges, they usually follow along with daily 
videos on YouTube. 

30-Day Challenges Provide Accountability 
The first thing that makes 30-day challenges so great is that they help to get you to 
commit. When we see something as a challenge, we see it as something to overcome. 
We want to do it to prove to ourselves that we can do it. 

Because these challenges are usually online, especially on social media, they also give us 
an opportunity to prove to other people that we can complete them. When we let other 
people know that we plan on doing something we become accountable to achieve that 
thing. 

30-Day Challenges Help You Track Progress 
It is also particularly easy to track progress through a 30-day challenge. Because people 
often post their results as they go through their 30-day challenge, especially the 
exercise-based challenges, it is easy to see your progress every step of the way.  
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If you don't notice much of a change between day 15 and day 16, you can compare day 
16 to day 1 instead to see your net results. We often lose track of our goals when we 
become discouraged with our progress, so being reminded every day of how far we've 
come can make 30-day challenges pretty addictive. 

30-day challenges are also good because they're 30-days. That sounds a little obvious 
but it's a big factor. The Center for Disease Control and other organizations recommend 
SMART goals – goals that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and 
Time-phased. Having a goal to look forward to is important, and setting a time goal, like 
30 days, can be easier than setting a weight goal. 

Committing to doing something for 30 days can also make it easier to work into your 
schedule. If you decide that you want to do something 3 times per week, it can be easy 
to keep putting that thing off. Doing it every day means that you'll always have it in the 
back of your mind and try to make time for it, even if it's just a couple of minutes. 

30-Day Challenges Introduce You to New Things 
In the case of exercise-based 30-day challenges, they are often adaptive, meaning that 
they get tougher as the challenge goes along. Not only does this keep you interested 
and engaged, it also means that it's a great way to get into new healthy habits.  

If you want to get into yoga but don't know where to start, start by finding a 30-day 
challenge. It'll start off pretty easy and by the end you'll likely have a pretty good idea of 
whether yoga is for you. If it isn't you can just look for another 30-day challenge until 
you find something that fits. 
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